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Hey Friend,

Congratulations on downloading this strategic guide. What you are about to 
discover can take your business to a whole new level and set you Free!

Nothing that I know of can scale your business and income quicker than landing 
High Ticket Clients consistently and predictably using the simple framework 
you’re about to discover…

First, let me pose a couple of questions here and see if they ring true?

I’m betting you’re here reading this because…

• You’re suffering from a leads & sales drought.

• You’re frustrated with all the tech overwhelm and Tsunami of info overload 
coming at you every day. 

• You’re over the rollercoaster income and the anxiety and stress that comes 
with it. 

• You’re not feeling confident about asking clients for high ticket fees.

• You’re not a big name in your market or world-class expert with lots of 
testimonials.

If any of these sounds familiar, then you’re not alone. There’s so much noise and 
misinformation out there it’s tough to put all the pieces of the puzzle together -
NOT any more…

In this valuable guide you’ll discover the exact framework and model that can 
launch and scale your business to 6-7 figures faster and easier with less 
overwhelm, while at the same time providing freedom for you and awesome value 
for your clients.

No matter whether your income goal is $10,000 per month or $100,000 per month, 
this method and framework can massively improve your chances of getting there!

Important: One thing I can’t do is guarantee your results or success simply by 
reading this guide. I don’t know your business or your offer so I can’t predict what 
your results would be!

Let’s dig in…

Welcome
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Most of the 2,267 Coaches, Consultants & Agencies I’ve worked with to help grow 
their business have come to me with only pieces of the puzzle and 95%+ were 
focusing 80% or their energy on the wrong things in the wrong order and have it 
all upside down.

The Wrong Focus

You’ve probably been told to get busy on Social Media, build a blog, go live, make 
YouTube videos, run a podcast etc… This is how you build your authority in your 
market.

While all that stuff is good, it’s only good at the RIGHT Time!

Most people I see are running around trying to get more traffic from all sorts of 
places thinking that more traffic will automatically mean more leads and cure all 
their problems - Not likely, its death buy a thousand cuts!

Then there’s the Fatal BSO syndrome that has wreaked havoc on millions of 
online entrepreneurs.

I’m sure you’ll know this one, it stands for Bright Shiny Object Syndrome. This 
makes you run around in circles, jumping from one thing to the next, going 
nowhere fast!

The great news is there’s a solution to this and it’s built into a simple to follow 
roadmap that gives you a Clear Path to follow.

The Good News…

The proven 3-Step framework that will show you how to attract your perfect 
clients, craft a message and offer that is unique with massive appeal…  AND 
confidently ask for & get high ticket fees for work you love to do!

This One Big Shift in strategy and mindset has been the catalyst for phenomenal 
growth and profitability for those who adopt and implement it.

This is a key part of the S3 Client Flow Method and Framework which I’m about to 
walk you through.

Read on…

The Misinformation
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“Wait a Minute there… Who is This Andy guy and 
why should I listen to him?”

That’s a great question and important for you to know…

Well I don’t do much social media, big launches or speaking gigs so there’s a 
good chance you may not have heard of me.

I don’t mind that at all…

Behind The Method

ClientFlowMethod.com

I’ve worked with over 530 Dentists along with fortune 500 companies and 
hundreds of small businesses.

I do what I teach, and everything you’ll learn is from experience not theory!

I don’t have or want a fancy office with lots of staff because it’s about 
lifestyle and freedom, not being tied to the big desk doing a thousand 
different things spending countless hours creating videos, blogging and 
posting…etc.

It’s about the three F’s: Freedom - Family – Fun

That’s what this business gives you, the ability to call your own shots and 
work wherever you want. 

This is what my big aim is for clients, students and YOU, to live life and 
work on your terms NOT a slave to the business!

…And by the way, this market is growing like gang-busters which is very 
exciting news!

I’m actually in the trenches doing this for 
over 14 years now on a daily basis, as co-
founder of two 7-figure Marketing Agencies 
and major software platforms helping 
hundreds of other marketers and agencies 
who work with us.

The second home - Bali
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The Coaching and Consulting industry is set to break all records with massive 
growth that doesn’t look like slowing any time soon. Forbes predicts the 
industry growing some 81Billion dollars in the next 12-18months alone!

Huge Market Demand
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This is great news for you because the demand will continue to out-pace the 
supply for years to come, and what’s even better is the system and model you’re 
about to learn will give you the tools put you in the top 5% of Consultants, 
Coaches & Agencies.

The demand for High Ticket coaching and consulting is also increasing rapidly 
with many solopreneurs reaching significant 7-figure lifestyle businesses 
without having a big team to manage.

Your BIG Advantage

Until very recently most marketers doing the high-ticket CAC (Coaches, 
Agencies & Consultants) services were flying by the seat of their pants and 
making it up as they go.

It’s been like the wild west with most of us in uncharted waters testing and 
tweaking all parts of the system for the past few years to make it hum like a 
Ferrari V12.

You now get to take full advantage of all the “Learning the Hard way”, avoid 
all the traps and use my Blueprint to do it the simple way!

Billion USD
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A huge problem in our industry is what I call the Me-Too Agency, Consultant or 
Coach. 96% of all the CAC’s I check out all look the same, sound the same do the 
same stuff, and end up being a commodity service provider competing on price.

Yet there are people who do the same things and get paid multiple times more!

The Bootcamp That Changed Everything

About 7 years ago I attended a high priced 
bootcamp for entrepreneurs which changed 
everything about my business and created a 
HUGE Mindshift. Guys were doing the same 
thing as me, yet were charging literally 10X
what I was – How can that be?

They weren’t any more skilled or offering amazing services that no one else could 
provide, yet they were consistently charging $5,000+ per month for services.

What I walked away with was a completely new Mindset and System which you’ll 
see next, that allowed me to go from charging a typical $497 per Month rate for 
your typical Agency marketing services to $4,697 (Applying High Ticket signature 
Offer) for doing less work yet providing much better results for the Clients.

The High-Ticket Mindshift… 

Most of the People I coach, and consult have this one barrier or limiting belief 
when it comes to offering High Ticket solutions. They struggle to believe that 
they can justify asking for much higher fees unless you’re an expert with loads of 
experience or have an MBA etc.

It’s a delusion that must be eradicated from your mind, and the sooner the better 
if you have any of those feelings.

It’s not the service or your qualifications or how many likes you have or followers. 
It’s ALL about your Clients results and if your services get the results they want, 
then your fees are justified!

This is what I’ll show you how to do in the next section…

The Mindshift
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This is the actual framework I designed for our business that took us to 7-figures 
and beyond catapulting our sales and client flow while at the same time cutting 
my workload in half by automating all the pre-sales & follow-up activities.

#1 THE STRATEGY
Phase #1 is the foundation of your business and I can’t stress enough how crucial 
this is to get right. Your Market your Message and your Offer will determine the 
success of your business. Everything is built on top of this so make it as strong as 
possible.

#2 THE SYSTEM
Phase #2 is your Client Acquisition system that relies heavily on your work in the 
strategy stage for success. Simplicity is the key here, where we use the Minimum 
Viable Funnel Method to attract and convert your best Clients and repel the time 
wasters. 

The system is simple with essentially 4 main steps (as you will see later), but each 
step is vital to execute correctly. Not perfect by any means because that just leads 
to analysis paralyses which is a killer. If your Strategy work is done well, then your 
funnel is pretty much fill in the blanks.

#3 THE SCALE
Phase #3, Once we have a working client acquisition system, it’s time to open the 
traffic floodgates and ignite your business growth using the SMART formula so 
that you get to scale without stress and enjoy what a true lifestyle business can 
bring.

The Client Flow Framework
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Keep in mind the real motivation to fix any problem comes from the underlying 
emotion that it drives, don’t just assume it’s just sales and revenue. That’s the 
obvious issue but it’s not really about the money but what the money provides 
such as time freedom, peace of mind, independence and confidence.

These are the things that motivate people to buy a way out of that situation, so 
when you come along with a proven plan and clear path to get them the hell out of 
that state of stress and anxiety – from frustration to freedom, they’re all in! 

The Problem & Solution

ClientFlowMethod.com

It’s ALL About the Specific Prospect & Problem You Solve

Let’s get to work dialing in your Perfect Prospects, Offer and Process…

Uncover the Real Problem & Pain

Your success, the fees you can charge and the value 
of the results you get all come back to one thing. -
The Problem You Solve for a Specific Market. 

A fatal mistake so many marketers make is focusing 
on the Service, Tools or Activities they offer rather 
than laser focus on finding and solving a highly 
valuable problem that has intensity and your 
prospect has experienced for a good length of time.

Foundation & Funnel

Next, I want to walk you through the first 2 stages of the ClientFlow Method –
The Strategy and System Stages to help you copy the same process and dial in 
your (MMO) Market – Message – Offer, along with the Client acquisition system. 
These are the Critical, absolute must-have parts of your foundation and funnel.

The scaling stage is beyond the scope of this strategy guide and only applies fully 
once you have everything else in place. However, if you would like me to walk you 
through the exact scaling process then go here to watch it.
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How to Target your Perfect Prospect who can and 
will buy your Premium services!

No matter how good your Sales Funnel is, it won’t attract and convert 
prospects into buyers if you’re targeting the wrong people and your message 
doesn’t resonate.

Our objective here is to uncover the ideal niche market and type of client in 
that specific niche market who will be the best fit.

Step 1 – Perfect Prospect Discovery Method

The following are the unbreakable rules that have proven very reliable for 
selecting the right clients for your high-ticket services. By following these 
rules, you are much more likely to succeed at every level of your campaigns.

Here are the rules I use to identify the right clients based on crucial metrics 
and Demographics:

1. Must have high ACV/LCV (Average customer value or Lifetime Value).
Example: A Dentist who does Implants @$5,000 each. The higher this is 
the less you need to help sell to get them a great ROI and justify your fee.

2. Must be an ‘Easy Win’ Client, meaning it’s relatively easy for you to 
deliver great results for them. You don’t have to pull out every trick to get 
it done. A great example is a client who has a customer list you can 
market to and get quick wins.

3. Must be actively advertising and a fan of marketing. I’m not going to 
try and convince them to advertise, that’s just a waste of your time. 
Always keep in mind there are thousands of them and only ONE of you!

4. Must have some kind of customer list. I always look for someone who 
has an email list or other database because I know that leveraging that is 
the easiest way to get quick results.

**Imagine if you could only get paid after they get results. This changes how 
you think about what you provide and who you target.

Your Perfect Prospect

ClientFlowMethod.com

Perfect Prospect
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Step 1 – Perfect Prospect Demographics

Here are some examples of the vertical markets that fit our profile:

• Dentists & Cosmetic Medical Services

• Financial planners

• Attorneys

• Estate Planners

• HVAC

• Real Estate

• High value building services.

• Coaches, Agencies, Consultants

• Pest Control

• Accountants/CPA’s

These are just a few examples, but you get the idea that we are looking at 
businesses that charge high fees and have a good size market base.

There are also sub-niches within the different markets, for example I have 
worked extensively with Dentists and there is a wide range of types, from the 
local solo guy to the multi-million-dollar big practice run by the entrepreneurial 
Dentist.

Don’t think you have to go for the usual suspects either. A while back we had a 
concreting business whose average job was $10,000 or more; these guys wouldn’t 
bother with smaller jobs which meant we only had to get them 1-2 new 
customers a month to get a great ROI… the easy win client!

Next, we will look at what messaging you must have to attract these perfect 
prospects and repel the time wasters/tire kickers.

Your Perfect Prospect

ClientFlowMethod.com
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Step 2 – Your Magnetic Message and Offer

Our objective here is to figure out exactly what the biggest pains, 
frustrations and desires are of your specific target market.

This is the most important work you will do in setting up your marketing 
campaigns. Nothing has more impact on your client attraction results than 
your message to market.

Think of it like this transmitter and receiver. To receive a clear strong 
signal, you must be transmitting on the exact frequency. Just like on our 
radios if you’re off by even a little you get noise and not the message.

Here’s how you tune into their exact frequency…

1. You work out what your prospects biggest pains and frustrations are. 
Make a list and if you’re not sure, call a few and ask them.

2. The problems/pains you concentrate on are the ones that have high 
emotional attachment. i.e., cause sleepless nights and go on for long 
periods. (Remember this: The more intense and longer lasting the 
problem/pain, the more money they’ll pay to fix it!)

3. Next you uncover their big dreams and desires.

4. Then we use my formula for generating hot button messaging.

Magnetic Message & Offer

ClientFlowMethod.com
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Creating your Hot Button Messaging

Now let's look at the formula for creating your hot button messaging and by 
hot button I mean messages that will invoke strong  emotional responses.

Here is an example of the worksheet I use to map out these circumstances.

Now once I have a good list of what I feel are the biggest motivators and 
drivers I apply the hot button formula which takes the experience and pain 
and translates that into the circumstance then the emotional state.

It’s the emotional state that is by far the biggest driver of motivation and 
action so therefore the better you describe it, the more powerfully you 
attract that perfect client!

Magnetic Message & Offer

ClientFlowMethod.com
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Your High-Ticket Signature Offer

I mentioned earlier that your messaging and offer are interlinked so that’s 
why I cover them both in step 2, your prospect pain and frustration are solved 
by your Signature Offer (Signature System).

Let me make a BIG point here! This is all about your client and NOT about your 
service, We are not trying to fit the client to our service which is a LOT of 
Agencies/consultants do.

When I take coaching clients through this discovery stage, we apply what I call 
my bullet proof backward planner. Where we always start with a very clear
end in mind.

The Frustration to Freedom Transformation Timeline

EXAMPLE Offer: Email Marketing Solution for Clients

Here is where we map out what exact steps needed to get our clients from 
frustration to freedom using this timeline method. It’s by far the simplest way 
to step it out and then we have the milestones we can clearly describe as our 
solution to their problem.

“Your Clients want Transformation not information”.

You can see from the example above that there are five steps to solve this 
problem. These steps are what you design your offer and solution around then 
describe how that will solve their frustrations. What’s important is that you 
take this process and package it up into a PRODUCT (Your Signature System) 
that’s not just called email marketing, that’s just a service. Think end result of 
what it does, i.e., “Customer reactivation system or campaign”.

Now this is just an example of email marketing for clients, the important thing 
is the PROCESS. There’s a clear path with milestones/stages that demonstrate 
our process.

Magnetic Message & Offer

ClientFlowMethod.com

Magnetic Message

Frustration Freedom

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Email 
Provider Optin Bribe Emails Follow up
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Your Transformational Offer Statement

Now we are going to distill all our messaging work and offer discovery into 
what I call your transformational Offer Statement. This communicates 
exactly how you will solve their biggest pains and frustrations.

We’re going to throw out the usual platitudes and ho-hum messages and 
enter the conversation going on inside the prospects mind.

This is a very well proven and tested formula that you will use in all your 
marketing content and copy.

It goes like this…

I help______________________ to get (result) _______________________ in 
(timeframe) _____________ without (the bad stuff) ______________________ so you 
can (enjoy the good stuff)

An example of what I use in the Dental market is…

I help Dental professionals get 30-50 qualified implant enquiries per month 
in the next 60 days without overwhelm or frustration so you can predictably 
build your practice.

This sums up what these Dentists want, and I can use it in every marketing 
situation.

The more specific you are in your messaging the more you will attract only 
those you want to work with and repel the rest.

**Remember the transmitter/receiver example, this is so important to get 
right and can mean the difference between doubling and tripling your lead 
conversions.

 If you would like help crafting your Ultimate Magnetic Messaging, then 
just go here and book a call where we can brainstorm it together.

Magnetic Message & Offer
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Magnetic Message
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The Simple 4 Step Funnel that Attracts – Converts and 
Delivers A-Grade Clients on Demand

Step #3 The CFM High Ticket Sales Funnel

This was a game changer for my company and many others who I’ve taught this 
method and framework to.

Don’t be fooled by the simplicity because that’s where I see so many people get sucked 
into this whole hype about the latest funnels and trying to build complex multi-
faceted systems that never get finished.

It’s like trying to run a marathon before you can walk!

Here is the Funnel Framework I use that works a treat…

So, let’s look at why this system works so well…

Firstly, it’s very simple as it only has 4 Steps, and you can get started without needing 
lots of technical wizardry or buying a ton of tools.

Secondly, the new method On-Demand class and pre-call value video are Game-
Changers at attracting your ideal high value clients compared to the old model 
Webinar, so you get much higher quality leads and you’re getting a much better show 
up rate to your sales calls.

Tools Required: Email Service provider, Video service, Simple page builder, 
Scheduling system(Calendar software) and Form builder (Application form).

Note: I haven’t recommended any specific tools as there are so many and, in many 
cases,, you can use free ones like YouTube or use the free trials they have. Just DON’T 
get hung up on which tools to use!

The S3 Application Funnel
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Application Funnel

CFM On-Demand 
Class

Discovery CallTargeted
Traffic

S3 Application/
Schedule

Pre-call Value
Video
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The CFM High Ticket Sales Funnel Option 2

Now I get that if you’re new to this then creating an On-Demand Class that 
sells may be daunting, so I have another very effective Funnel that is simpler 
to do. Not as effective as the On-Demand Class but you can absolutely land 
plenty of clients with it.

PDF/Download Style Optin Model.

The S3 Application Funnel

ClientFlowMethod.com

Application Funnel

Optin for Bribe Value Amplifier
Video

Discovery callTargeted
Traffic

Application/
Schedule

With this model you are using the traditional style lead magnet as the bribe to get 
them on your email list. This is much quicker to create a PDF report or 
checklist/cheat sheet than the On-Demand Class to get going.

Important Points about this funnel:

1. Your Bribe can be a PDF report, Checklist, Video or Software app for example. 
It must be quick to consume, valuable, demonstrate your authority and lead 
to the next step.

2. The value amplifier video is a crucial part that 99.9% of people don’t do this 
or do it right. The video is on your thankyou page and it walks people through 
your PDF content. Everyone who fills out your form lands on the thankyou 
page. This VA Video when done right is what motivates and drives your 
prospects to fill out the application and get on your calendar.

You can get on a quick call with me HERE to learn how to do this.

3. The application and discovery call are specifically designed to weed out the 
tire kickers and have you on the call with highly qualified people.

http://clientflowmethod.com/apply/
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The Secret Sauce Follow-up Formula 

A recent extensive study revealed 73% of sales in our industry are made in the 
follow-up. No surprise there since the average conversion on websites for 
example is around 1-2%, so 98% of people don’t buy in that initial contact.

One thing you must accept and be OK with is; MOST people won’t do what you 
want. Most people won’t click on your ad, most who do won’t Optin, most who 
Optin won’t watch your video or get on a sales call – it’s just a fact of life.

However, you can dramatically increase your conversions by implementing a 
specific follow-up formula that continues to amplify your authority, build trust 
and keep YOU top-of-mind for your ideal prospect.

The S3 Application Funnel

ClientFlowMethod.com

Application Funnel

Here is an example of my S3 Authority Sequence follow-up, this is a simplified 
version that’s in keeping with the minimum viable funnel concept. Always start 
with the least number of moving parts to avoid overwhelm.

This follow-up system is where a large chunk of the conversions come from. It’s 
based around 3 primary authority videos to start with that are part of your signature 
system (Your productized Offer). Each of these Authority videos lead your prospects 
back to apply to work with you.

Right here is where automation is your friend. You can save hours upon hours of 
work by deploying intelligent automation that works and responds to your 
prospect's behavior. It’s all based on their actions and once set up properly can 
deliver a steady stream of highly qualified clients who feel like they know you before 
ever getting on a call with you.

With a well dialed in Market, Message, Offer PLUS this follow-up system your Client 
generation can become unstoppable.
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Getting Traffic

Let me say this is THE biggest mistake I see people make, I know I’ve 
mentioned this but worrying about Traffic before getting your ideal Prospect, 
Messaging and Offer dialed in is a fatal mistake! All you will do is waste time 
and a lot of money trying to generate quality leads without your foundation 
done properly.

The S3 Application Funnel
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Application Funnel

The beauty with Facebook is you can test 
things out for just $10-20 a day rather 
than waiting to get some organic traffic.

Facebook has really refined their Ad 
platform algorithm so if you know how 
to optimize your campaign, you can get 
plenty of leads at a good price. 

This allows you to quickly test your offers, marketing and copy before investing 
too much time creating organic marketing. Once your offer is proven then it’s 
full steam ahead with Organic.

Once you have your MMO (Market – Message – Offer) Dialed in AND your 
minimum viable funnel, there are three primary ways you can go for traffic, and 
it all depends what your circumstances are. Two that we’ll look at here.

Paid vs. Organic Traffic

The best and fastest way is paid traffic like Facebook Ads or Google Display Ads, 
YouTube Ads etc. Paid traffic is fast, targeted and you can control it unlike 
organic traffic.

http://clientflowmethod.com/


Getting Traffic

LinkedIn is another great source of high value prospects since the average 
income on LinkedIn is $100k pa. 

You can simply reach out to people and let them know what you do and offer 
your report to get on your list. It is more time consuming, but you can target 
very specific people.

With LinkedIn make sure you get your profile looking the goods by avoiding 
the usual platitudes that most people on there have in their profiles. 

You want to talk about what you do to solve client's problems using your 
Magnetic Messaging. Remember it’s all about them not you so make sure 
your title grabs their attention and doesn’t just say you’re a marketing 
consultant.

The S3 Application Funnel
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Application Funnel

If you have an email list, then that is the ideal 
place to start. 

One of the most powerful and effective ways to
get leads is using the PEAR email formula. 
With this method you send a simple personal 
style email that cuts through the inbox noise 
and works incredibly well in any market. 

You can get on a call with me HERE and I’ll walk you through the PEAR email 
formula.

http://clientflowmethod.com/apply/
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Enrolling Clients the Easy Way

Now that you have your Client Flow Machine delivering qualified leads 
through your funnel it’s time to close the deal and sign them up.

Most people find this part the most confronting and least enjoyable 
experience, however if you follow my Co-Active Close formula, you can make 
closing the sale the best part without any of the anxiety!

The S3 Application Funnel

ClientFlowMethod.com

Application Funnel

What I’ve found over the past few years developing this whole process is of 
course the closing is the ONLY part that makes you money. If you can’t close, 
then you don’t get paid no matter how many killer funnels and leads you have.

There 3 Critical parts to Closing the sales that I’ve observed not only from my 
Consulting practice but all of our mastermind members and other successful 
High-Ticket consultants and coaches.

1. The Pre-frame and qualifying that your funnel does plays a huge role in 
delivering leads who are a good fit. At the start let most folks through so 
you can get lots of practice in. Once you do, it’s time to be very picky!

2. Operating from a tried battle tested call framework (like my Co-active close 
framework above)  that helps keep you on point. If sales isn’t your strong 
point, this will give you confidence and help make enrolling clients fun.

3. Have a clear plan before the call and focus on the best outcome for your 
prospect. Be in control of the call and make sure you dig to find the true 
problems and pains. Then show how your offer can solve those problems.

https://clientflowmethod.com/apply/


To Recap what we’ve just learned…

Let's do a quick recap to make sure it’s all clear in your mind so you can get to 
work and start building out your Client Flow Machine™!

1. Get crystal clear on what you want to charge per client, what niche they are in, 
who that person is and what your ideal work is.

2. Take the time to really map out your market's pains, frustrations and desires. 
Remember the stronger they are the more they’ll pay. Apply the Hot Button 
framework to create your Magnetic Messaging.

3. Get your client flow funnel built out as simply and quickly as possible so that 
you can start testing, tweaking and landing clients, not fiddling with complex 
systems. Qualify and filter so you only talk to people who are genuine quality 
prospects.

Imagine what your business would look like if you 
actually did all this, and implemented it?

Can you imagine what your business would be like if you had an automated system 
that consistently fills your calendar with high value clients wanting to work with 
you?

As you probably know, this is what we call the holy grail of consulting & coaching.

But there’s a problem…

Building a system like this can be very challenging both technically and creatively, 
because there is no “one size fit all” marketing system and funnel.

While the fundamentals and methods I’ve laid out apply to every business I’ve 
come across, there are subtleties that can make all the difference to your 
specific market and results.

The other major problem is speed to market and opportunity cost.

Time is your enemy here because so many people get bogged down with technical 
issues and mastering the crucial parts that you end up missing countless 
opportunities!

There is a better way…

Summary

ClientFlowMethod.com
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Here’s what you need to do next…

I’m sure you’ve heard the term “Money loves speed”! That is especially true 
online.

You really have two choices here… 

You can go it alone and try figure things out the hard slow way or do it the quicker, 
simpler way by getting the shortcuts, proven methods and guidance.

So, what I’ve done is set aside some time to do a quick review of your business 
with you and how you can apply the Client Flow Method framework to accelerate 
your client acquisition and business growth.

Why AM I Doing This?

I know that a small percentage of the people I speak with will have outstanding 
products and/or services with exceptional, yet unrealized potential.

There’s no charge for the call and there’s no pressure of any kind. You talk directly 
to me and we walk through exactly what the one thing is you should be doing 
right now to start getting more clients and growing your business without stress 
or overwhelm.

If it looks like a good fit, then that’s great and we can get to working on your 
business – if not then that’s absolutely cool and you’ll walk away with some 
extremely valuable insights and a plan of what to do next.

Click Below to see if there are any Spots Available in My Calendar to 
chat with me personally and map out your plan…

Rapid Results

ClientFlowMethod.com

Andy Kelly 
Clientflowmethod.com

Book a ClientFlow Discovery Call >>

Let’s Talk About Getting You More & Better Clients 

http://clientflowmethod.com/apply/
https://clientflowmethod.com/apply/
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